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TECHEILES
1

In what merit was the mitzvah of tzitzis given to the
Jewish people?

From where do we get the dye of
the techeiles?

2

3

How was the techeiles used in tzitzis?
All the strings were techeiles.
The white strings were wrapped around the techeiles strings.
The techeiles strings were wrapped around the white strings.

4

Place the statements below in the order of what the blue color of the
techeiles will remind a person:
____ The glimmering blue sky, the boundless heavens and vast space
____ The magnitude and beauty of the deep oceans
____ Love and awe of the Master of the Universe
____ The sea
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TECHEILES
For many centuries, when we did not
have the techeiles, how did we fulﬁll
the mitzvah of tzitzis?

5

6

What two qualities does the Gemara tell us that true techeiles has?

It is dye-fast and could not be washed out and the dye from the
chilazon has to be obtained while the creature was still living.
It could be washed out and the dye from the chilazon has to be
obtained while the creature was still living.
It is dye-fast and could not be washed out and the dye from the
chilazon can be obtained after the creature is dead.

7

Which animal do people today think is the chilazon?
The cuttleﬁsh.
The Janthina snail.
The murex trunculus.
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HOW TZITZIS ARE MADE

1

Describe what is done in each of the six
steps of making tzitzis strings:
GOZEZ

KIBUS

NIPUTZ

TEVIYA

SHEZIRA

CHITUCH
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HOW TZITZIS ARE MADE

2

3

What does the word  פתילfrom
the pasuk  פתיל תכלתteach us?

According to the custom today, how many
plies does each of our tzitzis strings have?

2

4

6

8

4

According to the basic halacha, what type of scissors may be used to cut
the tzitzis threads?

5

According to the kabbalistic sources, what type of scissors should be used
to cut the tzitzis threads?
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HOW TZITZIS ARE MADE

6

Which pasuk teaches that tzitzis have to be made l’shma, or for the sake of
the mitzvah?
גדילים תעשה לך
ועשו להם ציצית
פתיל תכלת

7

8

9

6

According to the Shulchan Aruch, to which stages of tzitzis making does the
requirement of l’shma apply?

According to the Mishnah Berurah and others,
to which stages of tzitzis making does the
requirement of l’shma apply?

How does the factory fulﬁll the requirement of l’shma with its machines?

HOW TZITZIS ARE MADE

10

11

12

13

What is the purpose of an atara on a tallis?

From where do we learn the concept of
having an atara?

What is the purpose of the extra material
on the corners of a tallis?

What is the reason that it is not necessary
for a person to say l’shem mitzvas tzitzis
when making the garment of a tallis?
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HOW TO THREAD TZITZIS

1

2

3

8

What is the reason you should only buy
tzitzis threads with rabbinical certiﬁcation?

What is the the longer string in each set
called?

What should you be sure to say before
tying the ﬁrst knot of the tzitzis?

HOW TO THREAD TZITZIS

4

5

What is the halacha if you forgot to say it?

Mark how many knots and how many windings are done at each step in
tying the tzitzis
Knots......................
Wrappings............
Knots......................
Wrappings.............
Knots......................
Wrappings............
Knots......................
Wrappings.............
Knots......................

6

What is a good suggestion to ensure that
the strings don’t unravel on the end?
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HOW TO THREAD TZITZIS
What is a useful trick to ensure that the
double knot does not open?

7

8

If the double knot on the end loosens, what should you be sure to do before
tightening it?
Say l’shem mitzvas tzitzis.
Make another double knot so you can be sure that it will not open.
Make a new bracha.

9

10

10

Tightening this knot on Shabbos will be…

What is the total number of wrappings and
what does this number represent?

MATERIAL OF GARMENT

1

2

3

Match each opinion with what it holds:
Shulchan Aruch

Rema

Garments made from all
materials are obligated in tzitzis
from the Torah.

Only wool and linen garments
are obligated from the Torah,
all other natural materials are
obligated mi derabanan.

According to the bottom line halacha,
what is the best type of garment to wear
if possible?

How could wearing this type of garment
become a stringency that becomes a
leniency?
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MATERIAL OF GARMENT

4

5

6

7

12

What new innovation will make it easier to
wear wool tzitzis in the summer heat?

What is the halacha regarding a garment
made of synthetic materials such as
polyester and nylon?

What is the halacha regarding a garment made of a
blend of synthetic and natural materials?

Why should polyester mesh tzitzis be avoided?

SIZE AND DIMENSION

1

What is the minimum length for a
tallis katan?

2

Draw how this size is measured:

3

What length would a person wear who is earnest in fulﬁlling his mitzvos?
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SIZE AND DIMENSION

4

5

6

14

What is the minimum width for a tallis katan?

Why is it recommended to buy a garment that
is a bit bigger that the minimum size?

Draw from where the Mishnah Berurah measures the length of the tallis katan:
Draw from where the Chazon Ish measures the length of the tallis katan:

SIZE AND DIMENSION

7

8

How can a person ﬁx his v-neck tallis katan
in order to fulﬁll the opinion of the Mishnah
Berurah?

What do we learn from the words of the pasuk ?על כנפי בגדיהם
The tzitzis should be hung on the corner of the garment;
not too close and not too far from the edge.
The tzitzis should be equal in length.
The tzitzis should be attached to the corner of the garment.

9

How far may the hole be from the edge of
the garment?
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SIZE AND DIMENSION
How close may the hole be from the edge
of the garment?

10

11

12

16

Draw the proper position of
the hole in the garment.

What is the halacha if the tzitzis were hung too
far from the edge of the garment?

SIZE AND DIMENSION

13

What is the halacha in the following situation:
When the tzitzis were threaded, the hole was in
the correct position and then the hole tore and
was then too close to the edge of the garment?
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How long should the strings of the tzitzis be?

15

Draw where that should
be measured from:

17

SIZE AND DIMENSION

18

16

What should be the ratio of the length of the
windings to the length of the loose strings?

17

Circle the ideal way the tzitzis should hang on the garment:

SNAPPED STRINGS
How should tzitzis strings be
disposed of?

1

2

3

What is the halacha if a string snaps
before the ﬁrst knot?

What is the halacha if one string snaps in the area
of the knots or windings?
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SNAPPED STRINGS

4

What is the halacha if two more strings snap in
the area of the knots or windings?

5

What is the recommended way to group the
strings while they are being tied?

ְּ
How long is ?כ ֵדי ֲענִ ָיבה

6

7

If a pair of tzitzis is ............................................. according to the Rosh, but not
according to ............................................. one may recite a ............................................
However, if another pair of tzitzis is available that is ............................................
according to ............................................. as well, it is preferable to use that pair
instead.
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DECIDE THE HALACHA
Write if the tzitzis are kosher, valid or pasul, invalid
1

One thread snaps.
ROSH
....................................

2

....................................

....................................

....................................

RABBEINU TAM
....................................

All four threads on one side snap.
ROSH
....................................

6

RABBEINU TAM

Two strings snap to less than כְּ ֵדי ﬠֲ נִ ָיבה, while the
others are not full length.
ROSH

5

....................................

Two strings snap to less than כְּ ֵדי ﬠֲ נִ ָיבה, while the
others are full length.
ROSH

4

....................................

One thread snaps and the other side are כְּ ֵדי ֲﬠנִ ָיבה.
RABBEINU TAM
ROSH
....................................

3

RABBEINU TAM

RABBEINU TAM
....................................

Four threads on opposite sides snap.
ROSH
....................................

RABBEINU TAM
....................................
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Notes

